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The next step for fusion energy after the ITER tokamak is the demonstration power plant DEMO. In this framework, system codes are used to address high-level key design issues for the DEMO pre-conceptual phase. They
aim at capturing the interactions between the subsystems of a fusion reactor. SYCOMORE is a modular system
code which includes physics and technology models coupled to an optimizer in order to explore a large design
parameter space. In the present paper, trade-oﬀ studies focused on technology modules are reported including
the inﬂuence of some design-driving assumptions on the reactor performances and size, starting from a European
DEMO1-like design (more than 500 MW net electric power and 2 h burn duration). The increase of the mechanical stress limits in TF and CS magnets can help reducing the reactor size, slightly more when high temperature superconductors are used in the TF coil. The tritium breeding ratio can be improved to more than 1.10
by a moderate increase of the size, but the tritium burn-up ratio needs one additional meter of major radius for
every percent increase. Divertor coolant options are also compared, showing some diﬀerences between helium,
hot and cold water scenarios at various incident divertor heat ﬂuxes.

1. Introduction
The next step for fusion energy after ITER is the design and building
of a demonstration power plant usually called DEMO. Design trade-oﬀs
must therefore be made to ensure that the primary goals of such a reactor are met. System codes aim at providing a global view of a fusion
power plant by describing all its susbsytems using simple engineering
models and scaling laws. One important feature of system codes is the
ability to capture interactions between subsystems: design choices
made on one subsystem may aﬀect all the others. Such a method ensures the consistency of the design result. Fusion power plant design
usually involves both plasma physics and fusion technology modelling.
The ﬁnal performance of the reactor depends as much on the plasma as
all the technological elements supporting it: superconducting magnets,
tritium breeding blankets and tritium systems, plasma facing components, thermodynamical power conversion systems. The present contribution explores the inﬂuence of the performances of these
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subsystems on the reactor global performances and size through the use
of the SYCOMORE system code.
2. The SYCOMORE system code
2.1. General description
SYCOMORE is a modular system code developed at CEA-IRFM for
DEMO design. It contains a suite of plasma and technology modules
addressing DEMO designs as well as an optimizer allowing the user to
specify ﬁgures of merit and constraints on the outputs or inputs of the
calculation. A complete description of the content of the modules can
be found in [1] and [2].
2.2. Relevant technology modules
SYCOMORE has been recently upgraded with technology-oriented

the maximum divertor heat capacity is used to deﬁne a minimal ELM
frequency. The energy released by ELMs is deﬁned according to results
reported in [10] and [11]. The NGS pellet ablation model [12] is used
to deﬁne the smallest pellet size with large enough penetration to fuel
HFS
the plasma (Nmin
) and space constraints for the curvature of the pellet
injection tube are considered following [13]. The HFS pellet frequency
pel
HFS
/ Nmin
is deﬁned as ν HFS = ΓHFS
. If this frequency is smaller than the
DT
minimal ELM frequency, low ﬁeld side pellets are used to trigger the
ELMs and the corresponding particle ﬂux is computed. Finally, a divertor pumping eﬃciency is considered to take into account recycling
in the divertor. In the studies shown in the present article, a pumping
eﬃciency of 0.01 was assumed.

modules. Their description is given below.
2.2.1. Superconducting magnets
The toroidal ﬁeld (TF) Coil module updated version used in SYCOMORE aims to stand the best representation of the TF magnet inner
leg radial build. In a general way the TF extended representation
usually includes compliance with TF design criteria such as temperature
margin, hotspot temperature and mechanical stress limits both on
jacket and casing. In the ﬁrst version of the module [3] most of them
were considered while in the present version all are included. The description of the TF magnet also includes considerations of turns stacking
optimization in the casing winding housing, representing for both
conductor jacket and casing ﬁnite radii for corners. The inputs taken
from the SYCOMORE workﬂow to build the TF section are the TF inner
leg outermost side position, the TF total current and the major radius.
Together with the classical design criteria (temperature margin, hotspot
maximum temperature, Tresca stress upper limit, maximum ground
voltage during discharge) the casing minimum thickness is also imposed. In the present study, two designs options are proposed: a Low
Temperature Superconductor (LTS) Nb3Sn similar to the one used in
European DEMO studies, and a generic high temperature superconductor (HTS). The generic HTS is based on REBCO-like characteristics (critical current formula, temperature margin, quench detection
time) as described in [4]. The real geometry of the HTS conductor
(tapes instead of strands) is ignored in the present study: the LTS cable
geometry is kept for the HTS study. The goal of such a rough assumption is to assess the performance gains (or machine size reduction)
provided by a potentially higher toroidal ﬁeld. The detailed design of
the HTS coils within a system code is left for future studies. More details
on the module and its validation can be seen in [4].

2.2.4. Power conversion systems
The power conversion system models the various coolant loops in
the reactor using thermodynamical calculations described in [14,15].
This model only computes the various heat ﬂows in the cooling circuits
taking as inputs the total thermal power recovered by blankets and
divertor. Neutronics parameters (energy multiplication factor) are
handled by the neutronics module described in Section 2.2.2. Heat
transfer loops from blankets and divertor are modelled by a heat source,
a pump plus its pressurizer or a compressor depending on the chosen
coolant and a heat sink. Breeding blankets are helium-cooled in the
present version, whereas divertor can be cooled with either water or
helium. Both heatsinks for divertor and blankets are connected to a
Rankine water cycle for power conversion. Two turbines (high and
med/low pressure) are used for power conversion. The minimum and
maximum temperatures in the divertor and blanket cycles are given as
user inputs, and chosen to reﬂect the current technologies for water
(PWR reactors) and helium cycles. The pressure distribution in the
various cycles is also given as a ﬁxed input following current technologies. Pressure drops in the divertor and blanket cycles are not yet
calculated consistently, as this would require the detailed cooling
channel geometry in the divertor or blanket circuits. It would increase
the computation time beyond what is required for a system code. Such a
calculation is currently in development for the ﬁrst wall cooling
channels of the HCLL blanket model, but is left for future work. Divertor
and blanket cycles are then connected to the power conversion Rankine
cycle. Its eﬃciency is computed as a function of the temperature at the
steam generator outlet and a pressure distribution given by the user and
optimized on a typical DEMO reactor. Depending on the operation
temperature of a water cooled divertor, its heat can be used for Rankine
steam cycle preheaters or reheaters instead of high grade heat to the
steam generator.

2.2.2. Tritium systems
Tritium breeding blankets are mainly modelled from the neutronics
point of view. The neutronics module uses a surrogate model composed
of neural networks trained against 2D and 3D neutronics calculations.
Using a simpliﬁed geometrical model of the reactor, it computes the
tritium breeding ratio and energy multiplication factor as a function of
the fusion power and geometric features of the reactor. The blanket
coverage is 88% in the module, with the divertor occupying the remaining 12%. Heating and access ports are left out of the TBR calculation but taken into account in the total thermal power recovered by
blankets. The TBR calculated by the module does not take. A more
complete description can be found in [5,1].
2.2.3. Particle ﬂux balance
This module computes the input and output particle ﬂuxes (deuterium D and tritium T) for plasma fuelling (mainly through cryogenic
pellets) and pumping. The tritium burn-up (D-T fuel consumption rate
over total tritium injection rate) is the main output of the module. The
method is based on the one presented in [8,9].
diff
The D/T ﬂux released by the plasma between ELMs (Γ DT
) is computed using an eﬀective cylindrical transport model, assuming that
deuterium, tritium and helium have the same diﬀusion coeﬃcients
diff
Γ DT

2.2.5. Plasma facing components
Plasma facing components are treated in SYCOMORE with their
maximum allowed heat ﬂux. The heat ﬂux on the divertor is computed
by an edge plasma physics model. Macroscopic limits for the peak heat
ﬂux limit (max(Qpeak)) are used as a proxy for the technology chosen for
the divertor. More details on the edge plasma physics model can be
found in [1] or [6].
3. Results

f log 1/ ρHe
= ΓHe DT
fHe log 1/ ρDT

3.1. Starting design point

With fX and ρX being respectively concentrations of fuel species and
corresponding deposition location along the minor radius. The helium
ﬂux ΓHe is deﬁned by ΓHe = Pfus/Efus.
The D/T particle ﬂux released by the ELMs is estimated from the
fraction of the power conducted through the separatrix released by the
ELMs αELMPsep, the pedestal particle Nped and energy Wped density:
ΓELM = αELMPsepNped/Wped.
The D/T particle ﬂux is then used to deﬁne the particle ﬂux to inject
pel
diff
= Γ DT
+ ΓELM. In addition,
with high ﬁeld side (HFS) ice pellets ΓHFS
DT

The starting design for this study is a DEMO1-like optimization
problem: ﬁnd the smallest machine in terms of major radius with
500 MW net electric power and 2 h burn duration. Optimization variables are the major and minor radii, the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld on
plasma axis and the density-averaged plasma temperature. Constraints
are summarized in Table 1. The optimization procedure uses a genetic
algorithm described in [16]. In all the subsequent results, all these
constraints are always simultaneously fulﬁlled thus giving a consistent
integrated design.
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At ﬁxed reactor size, increasing σmax,TF can allow longer burn
durations as shown in Fig. 2. 5 h could be reached if both σmax,TF and
σmax,CS limits were increased to 800 and 600 MPa respectively. The
diﬀerence between TF LTS and TF HTS is again very moderate, but
could provide additional beneﬁts if HTS were used in the CS.

Table 1
Starting point – DEMO1-like constraints.
Figure of merit
Optimization variables

Minimize R
R, a, B0, Te

Constraints
Pnet
Flat-top duration
δ95, κ95
Safety factor at 95% ﬂux
Greenwald fraction
H-factor
NBI current drive eﬃciency
Max. heat ﬂux on divertor
Tritium breeding ratio
Neutron ﬂux on TF coil
Number of TF coils
Max. stress on TF coil jacket
Max. stress on TF coil vault
Max. stress on CS coil

> 500 MW
> 7200 s
0.33, 1.59
3.5
1.2
1.1
0.35 × 1020 × 〈Te〉
10 MW m−2
1.10
1013 n.m−2.s−1
16
650 MPa
650 MPa
400 MPa

ne

3.3. Tritium breeding ratio, tritium burn-up
The evolution of the reactor size to meet DEMO1 constraints for a
range of TBR values is given in Fig. 3. Every point represents the highest
TBR which can be reached for a given size of the machine, or in other
words, the smallest machine for a given TBR.
Increasing the TBR from 1.05 to 1.11 only needs a 25–30 cm major
radius increase, with only slight signs of saturation above 1.10. The
compactness at low TBR values is only partly due to the reduction of the
inboard breeding zone thickness. The TF coil is indeed brought closer to
the plasma thanks to the thinner breeding zone, thus requiring lower
ﬁeld on the coil then less steel.
Tritium-related constraints also include the burn-up ratio. Although
no hard minimum is set, this ratio determines the size of the tritium
plant needed to process the tokamak exhaust gas. A too low burn-up
would lead to unacceptably high tritium inventories in the plant.
SYCOMORE was used to determine by how much the burn-up ratio can
be increased by system-level considerations namely by varying the
iterations variables described in Section 3.1, i.e. not changing the
plasma scenario. Fig. 4 shows that adding one percent burn up needs
approximately 1.0 m additional major radius. Reaching 3% burn-up
with the constraints described in Table 1 therefore needs a 11.5 m reactor. The main part of the burn-up improvement is due to the increase
of the fusion power with the size. Increasing the toroidal ﬁeld is another
route to increase burn-up, but is less favorable in terms of net electric
power due to the higher power ﬂux on the divertor.

3.2. Toroidal ﬁeld superconducting magnets: LTS vs. HTS, inﬂuence of
maximum steel stress
In order to assess the inﬂuence on the design performances of the
maximum allowed stress σmax,TF on the steel jacket of the toroidal ﬁeld
magnets, the smallest possible designs satisfying DEMO1-constraints for
a range of σmax,TF were determined. The range for σmax,TF was chosen
deliberately wide, including very high values, to explore a parameter
space in which the maximum allowed stresses are no longer the limiting
design factor. This space is believed to favor HTS which can withstand
higher maximum ﬁelds on the conductor. It is acknowledged that no
present-day cryogenic steels able to reach these stress exist but this is
only an exploratory study which is one of the purposes of system codes.
The results are given in Fig. 1. The temperature margin and quench
detection delay for LTS and HTS are respectively 1.5 K/3.0 s and 10 K/
15.0 s.
Compared to the baseline DEMO1-like constraint around 650 MPa,
increasing σmax,TF to values up to 900 MPa can yield a gain of approx
30 cm on the radius of the reactor. The gains tend to saturate with
σmax,TF values above 1000 MPa. Using HTS yields around 10 cm gain on
the reactor size for σmax,TF values above 800 MPa. This is explained by
the larger sensitivity of LTS to the increased eﬀective ﬁeld on the
conductor Beﬀ (more superconducting material is needed) compared to
HTS. The gain is moderate due to the fact that Beﬀ is on overall quite
low and thus far from the region where HTS show signiﬁcant diﬀerences from LTS. More advanced or compact designs at higher Bt might
be diﬀerent and are left for future investigations.

3.4. Divertor coolant
Starting from the DEMO1-like case, three coolant options (helium,
325 °C water and 155 °C water) at 3 diﬀerent maximum heat ﬂuxes (as
proposed for example in [7]) on the divertor were explored. Fig. 5
shows the smallest possible design for the three diﬀerent maximum
heat ﬂuxes. It shows that Helium or hot (PWR-level) water are
equivalent in term of reactor size. The additional pumping power required for helium is almost compensated by the increased divertor cycle
eﬃciency, and any diﬀerence would be small anyway, given the low
fraction of the total thermal power (200 MW out of 2000 MW) received
by the divertor. Going to lower water temperatures (for instance due to
heat ﬂux constraints) leads to a larger device to be able to meet the
500 MW Pnet constraint. The reactor size is nonetheless equivalent for a
5 MW m−2 hot water design and a 10 MW m−2 cold water design. The
fact that all three coolant choices are close to each other for the
15 MW m−2 constraint can be attributed to lower fusion power needed
to fulﬁll the constraints and therefore lower conducted power to the
divertor, shrinking the diﬀerence between the various coolant choices.
4. Conclusion
The impact of technological constraints on the performances and
size of a pulsed DEMO1-like reactor (Pnet > 500 MW and
Δ(tburn) > 2 h) were explored using the SYCOMORE system code.
Increasing the mechanical stress limit on TF magnets can yield several
tens of cm from the baseline 650 MPa point but tend to saturate above
1000 MPa. The size reduction is slightly better for high temperature
superconductors at high mechanical stresses. At ﬁxed major radius, the
burn duration can also be increased by 2–3 h thanks to an increase of
mechanical stress limits on both TF and CS coils. The tritium breeding
ratio can be increased from 1.05 to 1.11 by a 25 cm major radius increase but also tends to saturate for higher values. Conversely, the burn-

Fig. 1. Smallest DEMO1-like reactor for a range of maximum stresses allowed
on the TF steel, with corresponding maximum ﬁeld on the TF conductor.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of burn duration by varying σmax,TF. Left: LTS. Right: HTS.

Fig. 3. Smallest DEMO1-like reactor for a given TBR request. Left: corresponding inboard breeding zone thickness. Right: corresponding radius of the outermost side
of the inboard leg of the TF coil.

Fig. 4. Smallest DEMO1-like reactor for a number of diﬀerent burn-up targets.
Corresponding net electric power as a colorscale.

Fig. 5. Smallest DEMO1-like reactor for a range of divertor coolant scenarios.

up fraction is much more diﬃcult to improve from the reactor design
perspective: Each 1% gain needs an additional meter on the major radius. For a DEMO1-like design, helium and hot water are almost
equivalent in terms of net electric power, the additional pumping power
required being compensated by the better eﬃciency of the cycle. Cold
water divertor conversely leads to larger design to meet the constraints.
These studies show the importance of integrating as many technological
constraints as possible in system codes to beneﬁt from their ability to
capture potentially counter-intuitive trade-oﬀs between subsystems.
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